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Director's Message
Dear Rafael Dezordi,
Welcome to the March / April issue of the ISSP News! We hope you have
enjoyed our new approach so far.
This spring has been an extremely active period for the ISSP across our three
activity streams: research, outreach and teaching/training.
In research, our Positive Energy initiative published three major reports on
how to strengthen public confidence in energy decision-making. The reports
mark conclusion of the first three years of Positive Energy’s research and
engagement. In addition, the Institute’s @Risk project on strengthening risk
governance has made great strides developing a comparative framework for
analysis of cases in the genomics, public health and energy sectors.
In outreach, we are delighted to welcome author and historian Dr. Jean-Louis
Trudel as our Francophone Writer-in-Residence. Dr. Trudel has been writing
and publishing science fiction stories since the 1980s, and has focused on the
place of science and technology in Western countries. We also held a number
of premiere events, including a major national conference marking conclusion
of the first three years of Positive Energy; a luncheon panel on machine
intelligence with William A. Carter from the Center for Strategic &
International Studies, and an expert panel co-hosted with the German
Embassy on advancing sustainable energy.
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In teaching and training, our Collaborative Master’s program in Science,
Society and Policy is recruiting for next year’s cohort. We are very pleased
that the number and diversity of student inquiries continues to grow over
time.
We hope you enjoy this issue of the ISSP News and welcome your feedback
and comments.
Kind regards,
Monica Gattinger, PhD

Member Spotlight: Jean-Louis Trudel
Jean-Louis Trudel is the new Francophone Writer in Residence for the ISSP.
Jean-Louis is an author and historian living in Québec City. As an author, he
has been writing and publishing science fiction stories since 1984. As a
historian, he has focused on the place of science and technology in Western
countries as well as the socio-cultural imaginaries underpinning their
engagement with the same. His literary works include novels for young
readers and for adults, numerous short stories, and translations. The awardwinning novel Suprématie, co-authored with Yves Meynard under the name
Laurent McAllister, includes several astronomical settings informed by his
earlier studies in physics and astronomy. As early as 1992, he began
incorporating in his fiction recent concerns over global warming. Several of his
short stories that could now be described as climate fiction (cli fi) were
https://mailchi.mp/e2b8fa645127/issp-news-januaryfebruary-153863?e=ea902b1460
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gathered, in French, in his collection Les Marées à venir, as well as in The
Snows of Yesteryear/Le Nevi del tempo che fu, in English and Italian.
A part-time professor at the University of Ottawa, Trudel has been
investigating the history of science, technology, and science fiction in Canada
and elsewhere for over twenty years. He has reported or written on the
history of women and human computers in astronomy, engineering school for
World War II veterans in Ajax, astronomical popularization, the influence of
Jules Verne in Québec, and imaginary inventions. His research on the history
of science-fiction in French-speaking Canada is presented in summary form in
the recent Petit guide de la science-fiction au Québec.
He is a reviewing editor of the only French-language journal on science
fiction, ReS Futurae. His young adult books, numbering over twenty, were the
subject of a pedagogical guide by Sophie Beaulé, Jean-Louis Trudel. A former
president and vice-president of SF Canada, the Canadian association of
science fiction writers and professionals, he is also active in the promotion of
French-language science fiction in Canada. Since 1989, he has helped hold
the Boréal convention, a gathering of writers and readers that is now one of
the oldest yearly literary events in Québec.
Here is his inaugural blog post for the ISSP.

Research

@Risk
@Risk: Strengthening Canada’s Ability to Manage Risk, is a SSHRC / Genome
Canada funded two-year research project (2017-2019) that focuses on how to
reconcile the tensions inherent in public decision-making in situations where
experts and public stakeholders have different perceptions of risk and
preferences on how to mitigate risk. The research goal is to identify
https://mailchi.mp/e2b8fa645127/issp-news-januaryfebruary-153863?e=ea902b1460
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conceptual frameworks and mechanisms to strengthen Canada’s risk
management capacity in situations where expert and lay public assessments
of risk differ.
By the end of 2017, student RAs had described mechanisms for stakeholder
input and the information and communications environment for each case
(nuclear waste site selection; fracking; cancer screening; vaccine hesitancy;
newborn screening and gene-edited foods). An initial conceptual framework
for comparing cases has been developed. It focuses on the degree of
individual agency involved in each case, the risk management intervention
tools used, and the degree of democratization in risk decision-making. Case
leads and RAs are testing the comparison framework throughout the winter
term.
Soon, interested observers will be able to follow the ISSP @Risk project on its
own website. Our Twitter account was launched last year.

Positive Energy: Public Confidence
The Positive Energy initiative uses the convening power of the university to
bring together university experts and key decision-makers from industry,
government, Indigenous communities, local communities and environmental
organizations to determine how energy resources can be developed in a way
that garners acceptance and benefits society at large. Positive Energy
undertakes pragmatic, applied, solution-oriented research to find out what
works, what doesn’t, and how various energy interests can seek and obtain
broad social support for energy policies, regulation and individual energy
projects.
The first three years of Positive Energy concluded with a major national
conference titled Public Confidence in Energy Decision-Making: How is
Canada Doing?, on April 23 and 24, 2018. The event reflected on lessons
learned, progress made and the challenges that still remain when it comes to
https://mailchi.mp/e2b8fa645127/issp-news-januaryfebruary-153863?e=ea902b1460
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strengthening public confidence in Canadian energy decision-making. This
cutting-edge discussion featured an impressive array of political, corporate,
ENGO, Indigenous and public sector leaders as keynote speakers and
panelists.
At the conference, Positive Energy released Durable Balance, the final report
of the first three years of the initiative.

Durable Balance: Informed Reform of Energy DecisionMaking in Canada by Mike Cleland and Dr. Monica Gattinger, with Rafael
Aguirre and Marisa Beck
Two other reports on specific aspects of energy decision-making were also
released:

The Policy-Regulatory Nexus in Canada's Energy
Decision-Making: From Best Practices to Next Practices by Dr. Stephen
Bird

How to Decide – Engagement: Information and
Capacity by Dr. Louis Simard
Please visit the Positive Energy website for more information.

Outreach
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Machine Intelligence Luncheon Talk
The Institute for Science, Society and Policy hosted William A. Carter, Deputy
Director and Fellow, Technology Policy Program at the Center for Strategic &
International Studies for the luncheon talk What are the implications of
the Machine intelligence revolution for Canada and the U.S. and
society at large?. Mr. Carter discussed elements of his new paper, A
National Machine Intelligence Strategy for the United States.

https://mailchi.mp/e2b8fa645127/issp-news-januaryfebruary-153863?e=ea902b1460
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Ottawa Climate Talk
The ISSP was honoured to partner with the German Embassy for the April
Ottawa Climate Talk: Advancing Sustainable Energy.
The panel discussed the challenges and opportunities of the G7 in advancing
clean energy in times of political uncertainty, rising economic nationalism and
resurgent climate change skepticism. While sharing experiences from Canada
and Germany, the conversation focused on the ways that the G7 can share
best practices, set the right conditions, avoid roadblocks, and present tangible
strategies for a smooth transition toward sustainable energy.
Panel members included Dr. Claudia Kemfert, Professor of Energy Economics
and Sustainability and Head of the department Energy, Transportation,
Environment at the German Institute of Economic Research (DIW
Berlin); Céline Bak, President, Analytica Advisors; Laura Oleson, Director
General, Energy Policy Branch, Natural Resources Canada and Derek
Hermanutz, Director General, Economic Analysis Directorate, Environment
and Climate Change Canada.
ISSP Director Monica Gattinger moderated the session.

Teaching/Training
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The ISSP Collaborative Master's in
Science, Society and Policy
September 2018 marks the fourth year that the ISSP has been offering
its collaborative Master's program with eleven participating departments
and faculties. We've continued to experience a steady rise in the number of
inquiries from students and faculty members alike about the admission
criteria and program requirements.
The SSP Collaborative Master's program provides an opportunity
for existing graduate students to gain additional training. To be accepted into
the Collaborative Master's program, you must be admitted to one of the
participating programs at the University of Ottawa.
More information can be found here.
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ISSP member activities and publications
Kelly Bronson, Core Member of the ISSP, presented to the April Nova
Scotia Government Policy Circle on Inclusive Economies on the subject of
inclusive policy-making. In addition, her new publications include: Bronson,
Kelly. (2018). “Excluding ‘anti-biotech’ activists from Canadian agri-food
policy-making: ethical implications of the deficit model of science
communication” In Priest, Susanna, Goodwin, Jean and Daehlstrom, Michael
(Eds). Ethical Issues in Science Communication. Chicago, IL: University of
Chicago Press. 235-252; Bronson, Kelly. (2018). "Digitalization and Big
Data in Food Security and Sustainability" in Elsevier Encyclopedia of Food
Security and Sustainability. She was also a co-applicant for the
Kule Institute for Advanced Study Cluster Award, value: $70,000, title:
"Advancing Environmental Impact Assessment for Canada's Socio-Ecological
Systems". PI: Debra Davidson and Ian Stewart.
Paul Dufour, Senior Fellow and Adjunct Professor at the ISSP, moderated
a panel on science advice and the innovation economy at the Research
Money Conference with Dr. Mona Nemer, Chief Science Advisor for the
federal government, Dr. Andrew Applejohn, Senior Science Advisor to the
Government of the NWT and Dr. Donna Kirkwood, Chief Scientist at NRCan.
He also published the op-ed titled ‘Reimagining’ National Academies: A
Northern Minerva Reboots in Research Money.
Patrick Fafard, Core Member of the ISSP, was named Honorary Professor
in the Department of Science, Technology, Engineering and Public
Policy (STEaPP) at University College London. He co-edited a special issue
of Global Challenges on Scientific Advisory Committees and
published: Fafard, P., & Hoffman, S. (2018). "Rethinking Knowledge
Translation for Public Health Policy". Evidence & Policy: A Journal of
Research, Debate and Practice. March 31, 2018.
Monica Gattinger, Director of the ISSP, co-authored with Nik Nanos an
op-ed in the Globe and Mail titled Canadians back Ottawa on energy
https://mailchi.mp/e2b8fa645127/issp-news-januaryfebruary-153863?e=ea902b1460
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projects, but seek balance and was interviewed by Le Devoir for their
article Ottawa dit être prêt à tout pour sauver le pipeline Trans
Mountain. She also co-authored the Positive Energy final report, "Durable
Balance: Informed Reform of Energy Decision-Making in Canada",
with Michael Cleland. She was also interviewed by CPAC's La Revue
Politique about the Trans Mountain pipeline.
Rees Kassen, Core Member of the ISSP, published an article in The
Conversation titled ‘Drug sanctuaries’ offer hope for a postantibioticworld.
Jeremy Kerr, Core Member of the ISSP, was appointed to the NSERC
Council and has been asked to serve as Chair of Discovery Research and
sit on the Executive Council. He also published Canadian butterfly
climate debt is significant and correlated with range size and an
article in The Hill Times titled Budget 2018: a litmus test for the future
of Canadian research.
Jennifer Kuzma, Fulbright Visiting Research Chair in Science and Society
at the ISSP, presented on Food Biotech 2.0: Learning from
GMOs. Engineering Biology for Solutions in Health, Food and the
Environment, at the Canada SynBio 2018 Conference in Toronto, ON; she
also presented on Responsible Innovation and Gene Drive Governance at
the AAAS Sciline Gene Drives media briefing for journalists. She was
interviewed for the “Talking Biotech” Podcast, on How do we decide
whether to use gene drives? and was quoted in The Wall Street Journal
in the article Is This Tomato Engineered? Inside the Coming Battle
Over Gene-Edited Food. She published the following articles: Linkov, I.,
Trump BD, Anklam E, Berube D, Boisseasu P, Cummings C, Dana G, Ferson
S, Florin M-V,
Goldstein B, Hristozov, Jensen, Kuzma J, et
al, (2018), "Comparative, collaborative, and integrative risk
governance for emerging technologies", Environmental Systems and
Decisions and Gould F., Brown ZS, and J Kuzma, (2018), Biological,
Economic and Social Determinants of Insect and Weed Resistance, Science
(in press).
Margaret McCuaig-Johnston, Senior Fellow at the ISSP, accepted an
appointment as Research Associate with the Center for China Innovation
Research and Training, Duke Kunshan University. She also presented at a
Government of Canada conference on China, March 7, 2018 addressing
"China's Technology and Innovation System".
Patrick McCurdy, Core Member of the ISSP, published a graphic novel
titled The Beast, Making A Living on a Dying Planet.
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(Click on the photo to open the video on Youtube)

Monica Gattinger has a message for you
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